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Spanish Flu 1918:  500 million infected, with deaths of three to five 
percent of the world's population

Soldiers from Fort Riley, Kansas, ill with Spanish influenza at a hospital ward at Camp Funston
Otis Historical Archives Nat'l Museum of Health & Medicine - NCP 1603



Pandemic Influenza: The Inside Story. Nicholls H, PLoS Biology Vol. 4/2/2006, e50
courtesy of the National Museum of Health and Medicine

Spanish Flu 1918: a chart of deaths in major cities



Hundred years later…

https://www.gatesnotes.com/About-Bill-Gates/Year-in-Review-2018

“I had hoped that hitting the 100th 
anniversary of this epidemic (Spanish flu) 

would spark a lot of discussion about 
whether we’re ready for the next global 

epidemic. Unfortunately, it didn't, and we 
still are not ready”

Bill Gates 
Chair of Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

2018
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Outline

 Modelling influenza pandemics with large-scale high-fidelity agent-based models
 demographics: from census based data to agents

 mobility:          travel patterns including long-distance

 infection:           disease transmission and natural history models

 ACEMod – Australian Census-based Epidemic Model

 Influenza pandemics: effects of urbanisation

 pandemic trends (peaks, prevalence, bimodality)

 key factors: counter-factual analysis

 Interventions: comparison
 efficiency of interventions



Agent-based modelling (ABM)

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2016/q4/agent-based-models-understanding-the-economy-from-the-bottom-up



Mixing contexts in our ABM



ABM of influenza epidemics

 anonymous individual (census based) → agents with attributes (e.g., age, gender, 
occupation, susceptibility and immunity to diseases)

 local agent interactions: contacts and disease transmission over about 20M 
agents, grouped in social “contexts” (households, workplaces, schools, 
classrooms, etc.)

 H1N1 virus (and strains)

 outbreak modelling of pandemic scenarios (international air traffic)

 varying sources and intensity of infection, as well as artificial population sets

 calibration to known data on reproductive ratio R0, attack rates (across “contexts”) 
and dynamics



Australian Census-based Epidemic Model: ACEMod



Australian Census based Epidemic Modelling: ACEMod



Australian Census: travel-to-work data (mobility)



International air traffic



Epidemic modelling: transmission probabilities



Epidemic modelling: contact rates



Epidemic modelling: transmission probabilities



Epidemic modelling: natural history of the disease



Epidemic modelling: reproductive ratio R0

“Contagion” (2011)



Epidemic modelling: reproductive ratio R0



Australian Census based Epidemic Modelling: ACEMod
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Australian Census based Epidemic Modelling: ACEMod



Australian Census based Epidemic Modelling: ACEMod



Disease diffusion

Hierarchical spatial spread  or  wave-like diffusion??
C. Viboud, O.N. Bjørnstad, D.L. Smith, L. Simonsen, M.A. Miller, B.T. Grenfell,
Synchrony, waves, and spatial hierarchies in the spread of influenza, Science 312
(5772) (2006) 447–451.

The regional spread of infection correlates more closely with rates of movement of
people to and from their workplaces (workflows) than with geographical distance.

The hierarchy of spread is immediately apparent: The most populous states
exhibit synchronized epidemics, whereas less populated states exhibit more
erratic patterns, both relative to each other and to the continental norm.



Australian Census based Epidemic Modelling: ACEMod

Hierarchical spatial spread  or  wave-like diffusion??



Australian Census based Epidemic Modelling: ACEMod

Hierarchical spatial spread  or  wave-like diffusion??



Effects of urbanisation



Urbanisation



Prevalence and epidemic peak



Bimodality: 2006



Bimodality: 2011



Bimodality: 2016



 seeding conditions have a larger impact on the first wave than on the second

 seeding does not account for the decrease in the intensity of the second
pandemic wave from year to year, a trend that we ascribe to increased
urbanisation

Key factors: higher urbanisation or more air traffic?



Intervention efficiency



Summary

 ACEMod (Australian Census-based Epidemic Model): calibrated and validated ABM

 "zooming in" on specific pathways and patterns of epidemics

 studying global spatiotemporal system dynamics: epidemic peaks, prevalence, waves 
and bimodality, synchrony, etc.

 contrasting historical periods (Australian census datasets: 2006, 2011, 2016)

 comparing prevention and intervention strategies (“what-if” scenarios)

 planning healthcare resources

 open to collaborations and business opportunities!
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Thank you!                   
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